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Youngsters
skip to it to
improve
their fitness
LAST term Pear Tree Mead
Academy were joined by
Skip 2B Fit, a unique
skipping workshop which
motivates children to
challenge themselves
through skipping.
John McCormack, the

skipping instructor, delivered
two fun and exciting days of
exercise and physical
activity. Skip 2B Fit’s focus
was on participation and
encouraging pupils to get
involved in physical activity
at school, home and
throughout the community.

Children were shown how
to skip and completed the 2-
minute skip challenge. The
children were given custom
made skipping ropes, which
had built in counters so
children could record their
number of skips.
Pupils were then asked

numeracy questions and
were most importantly
challenged to beat their best
score. The workshop helped
develop a growth mind set
by showing practically that
dedication and effort can
lead to improvement. Mia,

Year 3 student said: “I loved
the 2 minute challenge and
really improved my score the
second time.’ The children
enjoyed the challenge and all

tried extremely hard to beat
their best score.
Miss Warner, teacher and

PE coordinator said: “All of
the children absolutely loved

it, it was great to see the
children persevere and push
themselves to beat their
score.”
Following this, the pupils

and teachers will now take
part in the 6 week skipping
challenge, to see if they can
beat their personal best and
improve their fitness levels!

‘Drab’ wall
brought to
back to life
by graffiti
artist’s work

“It now has that wow
factor we wanted with the
most incredible scene that
makes you smile every time

you see it. When the children
saw it, they were all saying
‘wow’.
“The first thing they see

now each day is this
beautiful wall which is so
exciting.
“Things like this make

A SCHOOL wall has been
covered in graffiti and the
community could not be
happier.
A large outside wall at

Roydon Primary Academy,
near Harlow, has been
brought to life with a piece
of art inspired by pupils.
The artwork in the early

years garden features a scene
incorporating the four
seasons and children’s
favourite, the Gruffalo.
Graffiti artist Nathan

Murdoch, who has
brightened up various spaces
at Burnt Mill Academy Trust
primary schools in the town,
transformed the area, which

was once just a brown, flaky
wall.
Michael Clark, head of

school, said: “The wall is the
first thing you see when you
walk into that part of the
school and it has always
been so drab.
“This is a beautiful school

with wonderful children, but
certain parts of the building
did not match the amazing
things which go on in our
classrooms.
“I had given Nathan a

piece of artwork by Year 1
pupils which featured the
Roydon tree with the four
seasons, so it is based
around that.
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everyone proud to be a part
of Roydon.”
The work is the latest

improvement to the school,
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Roydon Primary students proud of the new artwork

Pear Tree Mead Academy students with their certificates and Skip 2B Fit ropes
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Pupils step back
in time and find
things in common
with Victorians

and screen-printed cards,
which they took home.”
Olivia Armes said: “I had

fun learning about the
Victorians and seeing the
things they had during that
time.”
Max Wilson said: “I didn’t

know the Victorians started
so many of the games we
play now and the toys, too.”

YEAR 5 pupils from Cooks
Spinney Primary Academy,
in Harlow, visited the Royal
Gunpowder Mills, in
Waltham Abbey.
While there, they played

Victorian games such as
hunt the thimble, hunt the
ring and flap the fish.
They also had the

opportunity to learn about

Victorian feasts and foods
before eating a Victorian
style meal.
Jennifer Pearce, assistant

head, said: “Children
investigated the differences
in lifestyle between the rich
and the poor, focussing on
toys, work and games.
“They made Victorian

crafts, such as paper bags

Chocolate-
themed fun
inspired by
Roald Dahl
favourite
LESSONS took on a sweet
focus as pupils studied
Charlie and The Chocolate
Factory.
As part of the project, 60

Year 4 pupils at Freshwaters
Primary Academy, in Harlow,
worked with Chocolate By
Design to create their own
chocolate treats.

having restored an old pond
and allotment and added
colourful outdoor displays in
recent months.

Mr Clark said: “When we
show parents who are
considering sending their
children to Roydon around

the school, they are blown
away with what they see,
both inside the classroom
and now outside.”

Robin Dalton, Year 4 class
teacher, said: “Pupils have
been reading Charlie and
The Chocolate Factory.
“To complement their

learning, we held a
chocolate-based activity day.
“Children learnt about the

Aztec, Toltec and Mayan
history of chocolate, how

cocoa came to Europe and
took part in an activity where
they designed and made
their own chocolate
creations.
“It was an incredibly fun

and enjoyable learning day.
The children really engaged
and enjoyed learning about
chocolate.”

The wall was once brown and flaky, now it’s been transformed

Year 5 students enjoyed the Victorian crafts


